
Tune: 2 Hrs • 
.Q., 1 Select and write the most apptopdate answer from the given alternatives fo't eaclt sub
. : question. ' (8)· (l) According to Kepler's law, the areal velc;x:i!:y of a planet around the sun, always ... ,...... (1)

(a) increases (b) decreases
(c) ret1'lains constant (d) firSt increases �d then de€r'eases

(ii) Radius of gyration of a ring abouf a transverse· axis passing through its centre_ is .......... '(l)
(<!) 0.5 x diametl?rofri'ng (b) -d1�ethofting
(c) t x -diameter of ring (d) (diameter of ring)2

(iii) Poisson's ratio is the ratio of lateral st,-aih to ........ .. 
( a) volume stress (b) shearmg strain
(c) longitudin,d stress (d) longitudinal strain

(iv) Absorption of water by filter paper is· due to ......... . 
(a) cohesio.n (b) ca9,iUarity
(c) adhesion {p.) ela,stic;:ity

(.1) 

(1) 

( v) 1n the equation of a simple hannonk progressive wave of wavelaigth ''Ji.' the propagation
constant is given by .......... 

· · ·. (1)
. � . ft A. (a) - (b) 1tA. (c) - (d) - ·A. A. 21t 

( vj) The average distance covered by a i;nolecule between two successive ,collisions is called 
.......... . (1) 
(a) fte� P<I th (b) constant pa�
(cl mean free. path . . (d) free palh per un.it time 

(vii) An amplitude of a simple pendulum of a period 1" ·and length 'L' is i,ncreased by 5%. The
new p,erio:d·of that pendulum will be ..... ,.... 

· 
(1) 

� T t 
_(�) g (b) 4 . ,

(c) 2 (d) T

(kiii) A body cools at the tate of..0.5°C/s when it i.s at 50�C abov(l the surroWiding l!lmperat:ure. 
The rate of cooling at, excess tem�a�re of'30°C o:ver the surrounding temperature is ....... (1) 
(a) 3•C/s (b) 0.36C/s 
(c) b.'i..° C/s (d) 0.1'°C/s

Q. 2 (A) Attempt any·One : [8]

( L ( i) A torque l!f 1500 Nm, •ctfug: 0:u,,a jiodyprodilce,s an 'angular accellir.ation of 3.i rad/s2: Fln·d 
· M.I. of the body. · · 

(2) 
(ii) What pressure is i:tquired to reduce tlle volume of a le�d blo k by· 1%? (2) 

(L (Given: Bulk modt.ilus,9f lead:= ox l{)9 S.L unit) . 

@) A�empt any TwQ : 
(i) Define 'an·gle·of contact'. State',its 'four' characteristics.. (3) 

(ii) State the points of compax:ison between progresl)ive Waves-and stattortary waves. (3) 
( iii} Assuming the· expres;siort for pr1:ssure of an ,ideaf gal, s.how that R.M.S. velocity of gas 

molec).ile is directly preportional to Ule square rQ!>t of its .absolute temperature. (3) 

.Q. 3 (A) Attempt �y One : 
( i) Define surface tensi'on. State its S.I. unit and dimensions. (2) 

(ii) Represent graphically the variation of potential energy, kinetic enetgy and h:19-I energy of
. a particle performing S.H.M. wit.Ii time: ' 

(2) 
(B) Attempt any Two :

(i) Deriv.e an expression for the kinetic energy of a body rotatil:lg with unifon:n angular spe-e .d.. 
 

�I 

1 
(ii) Prove that wotk done in stretching the wire is 2 x load x extension, by calculus method. (3)

(iii) State the postulates ·o.f Prevost's theory of heat exchanges .. Dis.cuss how does it account for
. the exchange of heat between 'body-and its,surroundings. (�)

Q.'l (A) Attempt any Two : 
(j) pisnnguish betwe.en centppetal force and certtrifugal f<;irte.. (2) 
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(ii) Define molar specific heats of a gas. How are they related ·to the corresponding principal
spe<!ific ht!ats ? · (2)

(iii) Dral(V a neat labelled diagr<1m of 'Ritchie's experiment'. (2) 

(8) Attempt any One :
( i) Describe how an artificial satellite is launched in an orbit around the earth. Explain the·

nature of all the _possible <1rbits .of a satellite with th¢help of a suitable d_iagr!lIJl. (4)

(ii) Define angular S.H.M. and prove that a .bar magnet vibr<1ting in uniform magri.etic ind·ugipn
performs wufonn angular S.H.M. Obtain an expression for its frequency. (4)

Q.S Attempt any Two :
(i) Two sound note.s have. wavelengths ::om and-� m in air. These nc;>tes whe.n sounded

together ptodu<1e 8 beats per second. Calculate the velocity of. sound in air and frequencie5,of
two notes. . (4)

( ii) A sonometer wire is .in unison with a tuning fork when stretched by a weight of specific
gFavity 'nine\ On completely immersing tl'ie weight in water, wire produces 4 beats per
&e_cond with the fork. Calculate the frequency of the IorR. (4)

(iii) An object of mass 2 Rg attach¢ to a wire of lengt� 5 m is revolved in a horizc,htal circle. If if
makes 60 r.pm. find its (a) angular speed, (b) line"1" speed, (c) centripetal acceleration, (d)
centripetal force. ' (4i




